
Splitter Connection to LEDs

Maximum 10 remotes can be connected on one receiver.

Press ID learning button for 5 seconds on ColorMorph RF Receiver.

Press ID learning button for 2 seconds on ColorMorph RF Receiver. When the light is on, press
any key on the remote control. The light should flash several times for successful entry.

ColorMorph RF Remote ColorMorph RF Controller

LED Concepts ColorMorph RF Controller is a third of the size of conventional LED controllers, 
but with a vast array of features such as brightness control, speed control, custom color 
save feature, and many more. This controller’s size, design, and features make it the most 
versatile, compact controller on the market!

Remote control has been matched to the controller before leaving the factory. If accidently
disconnected, please follow the instructions below.

of the remote.
F.   Automatic Sleep Mode after 30 seconds of unattendance. Helps extend the battery life

E.   Remote button layout is simple to read and easily interactive.

Temperature, and RGB Control all within the same receiver!
D.   Experience six different functions all on one receiver. Adjust settings like Dimming, Color

softer  light, the dynamic changing modes are more rich and colorful.
C.   4096/Road Grey Scale. With higher greyscale, the better the perfomance. Along with a

obstruction interferance. 
B.   RF remote features low power consumption, long distance range, and high resistivity to 

A.   RF remote is slim, light, and easy to carry. The controller is small and easy to install.



ColorMorph
RF Controller

ColorMorph Product Example:
LED Halos or RGB Strip

12V Car Battery

7.   Remote button layout is simple to read and easily interactive.
6.   Please review your wire connections for any mistakes to avoid any damages to the products.

Tightly secure the cables in the connector of the controller.
5.   Ensure proper sized wire is used from the controller to the LED lights to carry propper current.

4.   Ensure proper 12V output voltage from the LED power supplies used in your installation.
3.   Please ensure good ventilation for optimal heat dissipation, prolonging the controller’s life.
please ensure it is mounted in a waterproof enclosure.

2.   This product IS NOT Waterproof! Please avoid rain and direct sunlight. If installed outdoors,
1.   The product should be installed and serviced by qualified personel.

This manual only applies to this model. LED Concepts reserves the right to make changes without prior
notice.

4. Any changes or adjustments to this warranty must be approved in writing by LED Concepts only.  

3. Repair or replacement under this warranty is exclusive to customers of the product. LED Concepts shall
    not be liable for any incidental or consequential damages, as a breach of any stipulation in this
    warranty   

2.   Warranty exclusions below:

A lifetime warranty is given from the date of purchase. The warranty is for free repair or replacement
and covers manufacturing faults only.

1.   We provide lifelong technical assistance with this product:


